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readers of this review will purchase or sell
something on eBay this week. And many
of the people who will engage the World
Wide Web for trade most likely will use
their trusty PayPal accounts to consum-
mate the purchase.

If you are one of those people, you
might want to offer some thanks to Eric M.
Jackson, author of The PayPal Wars. No,
Jackson did not invent PayPal, the con-
venient, easily accessible online payment
system, but he was the person who first
explored the idea of eBay buyers and sell-
ers using PayPal as the vehicle for payment.
As it would turn out, PayPal would be the
ideal mechanism to allow a vast number
of users to consummate their exchanges.

Before going further, let
me say that The PayPal Wars is
not just a book about how a
startup company managed to
survive in the modern high-
tech business atmosphere.
There is more—much
more—to the story. The PayPal
Wars should resonate with the
readers of Regulation because
the role of regulation is an
important theme of this

book—but not in the conventional sense
of how regulation may work or not work.
Instead, we find that the story of PayPal is
one in which entrepreneurs attempted to
create a financial product that was rela-
tively unregulated—but, not surprisingly,
the regulatory empire struck back.

A BUSINESS IS BORN The PayPal story
is one of stages. In the beginning, there
was the fledgling company that began
with a vision. The second stage was con-
tinued existence in the face of competi-
tion from other companies, a merger
gone wrong, and an assault by organized
crime. The third stage was the almost-

miraculous initial public offering, but it
was here that the dreary realities of the
regulatory state came to the fore. Finally,
at least for Jackson and the company’s
founders, there was the semi-happy end-
ing in which people rode off into the sun-
set with large wads of cash in hand.

PayPal was started by two entrepre-
neurs, Peter Thiel, a hedge fund manager
from California, and Max Levchin, a
Ukrainian-born engineer who specialized
in security. They had a most interesting
idea: Having seen the sad results of the
Asian currency collapses of the late 1990s,
Thiel and Levchin saw an opportunity to
create a system in which people could pro-
tect their own monetary holdings by
quickly exchanging their own currency for
another via computer transactions.

The beauty of the system, as Thiel saw
it, was that this new product would give
average people an opportunity to move
their money—an ability that, at that time,
was available only to those wealthy
enough to afford offshore accounts. Pay-
Pal was to be an “egalitarian tool,” some-
thing that would be available to people of
average means. Furthermore, because
PayPal would permit its users to have
options that previously were not available
to many of them, it would have a second-
ary effect of keeping governments from
forcing people to keep their money in
banks after a round of inflation or other
irresponsible governance.

Before Jackson came aboard in
December 1999, the young Stanford
graduate had been an analyst with the
accounting firm formerly known as
Arthur Andersen, which he describes as
an Old Economy entity. When Thiel, a
friend from their Stanford days, offered
Jackson the prospect of stock options—
a common form of compensation in the
days when Silicon Valley was the nation’s
hot spot for economic growth—Jackson
decided to enter the world of the New
Economy. The description of his first
days with PayPal is something out of the
Silicon Valley stereotype of the “unstruc-
tured” (or, as they say in the Old Econo-
my, “disorganized”) workplace:

I introduced myself to the recep-

Once upon a time, there
existed the Land of the
New Economy. It was a
place where old rules did
not apply and where the

suffix “.com” was the sign that vast wealth
could be created by the simple issuance of
common stock. The requirements of earn-
ings (or even “potential” earnings)—not to
mention the presence of a real product—
were seen as so Old Economy that they had
no place in this New Land.

As we know in hindsight,
those very clever “New Econ-
omy” commercials from the
2000 Super Bowl were not
the heralding of a new era in
business, but rather the last
utterances of some business
firms that soon would disap-
pear forever. We did not real-
ize it at the time, but the
myth that a bunch of 20-
somethings on motorized scooters could
circumvent the laws of supply and demand
was about to explode.

Yet, just because the New Economy
crashed and burned with the plummeting
of the nasdaq, we should not forget that
this heady era was not a complete dry
hole. For many of us, the Internet, which
was just breaking into our lives a decade
ago, is now a commonplace part of our
lives. Webvan, e-Toys, and Pets.com may
have disappeared into cyberspace and
bankruptcy court, but more than a few
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tionist, who had no idea that I was
expected. She quickly circled the
office only to conclude that Peter
was not in the building. Her call to
his cell phone went straight into
voice-mail, prompting her to ask if
I could come back later. I began to
feel uneasy—I had just burned my
Andersen bridges for an unspeci-
fied position without so much as an
offer letter because Peter said I need-
ed to start immediately, and now he
was nowhere to be found.

Jackson’s misadventures continued for
awhile until he found Thiel, but it took a
while longer before he had any sense of the
duties he would perform for the fledgling
firm. His makeshift desk was set up in the
company’s ping-pong room (another New
Economy feature) and he took on the title
of director of marketing. His real value to
the company, however, became manifest
while he was surfing the Internet one night.

Logging onto the site of the auction
giant eBay, Jackson quickly realized that
PayPal would be a perfect mechanism to
permit large numbers of buyers and sell-
ers to consummate their transactions
quickly. Jackson recognized that small sell-
ers who could not afford to use a credit
card service would have to wait until the
check or money order from the buyer
arrived a week or so later in the mail—a
very low-tech approach to what suppos-
edly was a high-tech transaction. Because
of the ease of obtaining a PayPal account,
almost anyone with a modem and credit
card could use the service. Thus, while the
foray into eBay might have seemed as
though the company was veering from its
original mission, in the end it would be the
company’s bread-and-butter for growth.

PROFIT OR PERISH Of course, a good
idea—and a mechanism for pursuing
that idea—inspires entry into the market,
and it was not long before PayPal had
competition from other services, includ-
ing Yahoo!, Bank One, and eBay itself.
Jackson, Thiel, and company had to deal
with the dicey problems of competition,
not to mention the fact that PayPal was
not turning a profit but was very good at
burning through its available cash. In
other words, the company needed to pro-
duce or go out of business.

To deal with its burn rate (and to attract
new investors), the company engaged in a
number of innovations. First, it managed to
entice fee-paying customers—a major feat,
given that the original PayPal accounts
were free (with the company making
money on the floats). Second, it developed
a paying mechanism to permit customers
to use their bank accounts instead of cred-
it cards, which enabled PayPal to lower its
credit card transaction fees. Third, the com-
pany was forced to deal with foreign organ-
ized crime rings, which were funding their
PayPal accounts with stolen credit card
numbers. While the criminals, led by a
shadowy figure who called himself Igor,
seemed to have an upper hand, Levchin’s
talents in creating security devices ulti-
mately saved the company from having the
crooks drive it into bankruptcy. In the
meantime, Igor unwittingly helped PayPal
develop an automated fraud-detection tool
that Levchin appropriately named “Igor.”
(As the story goes, the real Igor met an
untimely death at a San Francisco night-
club a year later.)

GOING PUBLIC In short, the company
began to turn a profit, which ultimately
made it a candidate for ipo. PayPal signed
up more than 5 million users in its first
year, and another 7 million the next. Usage
grew steadily and billions of dollars ($5 bil-
lion in the first two years) flowed through
the system. By late 2001, not only was Pay-
Pal profitable, but it had done so despite
the crash that sent so many other Web-
based companies into cybergraves, not to
mention the September 11 attacks and
their aftermath.

And that is when PayPal began bat-
tling its most formidable opponents: reg-
ulatory agencies, state governments,
class-action lawyers, and the ever-present
Eliot Spitzer. None of those battles result-
ed from regulatory violations committed
by the PayPal executives, but instead were
the result of various people’s decisions to
use the mechanism of the state to extort
money from a successful company.

On the eve of PayPal’s ipo, for exam-
ple, Louisiana’s Office of Financial Insti-
tutions suddenly decided the firm need-
ed a money transmitter’s license in order
to operate in that state. The decision was
more than a little surprising given that
transmitter’s licenses are intended to reg-

ulate banks and PayPal is not a bank. But
that did not stop the regulators, as well as
some representatives of the American
Bankers Association, from trying to
impose “consumer protection” measures
against an entity that some banks feared
could somehow, someday pose some
competition to financial institutions.

PayPal was ultimately able to deal with
Louisiana, but then it came up against the
Securities and Exchange Commission. The
sec threatened to kill the entire ipo
because a market research firm published
an independent study that found PayPal to
be the most popular online method of
payment. According to the sec, this was a
violation of the agency’s “quiet period”
that comes before the approval of an ipo.
Understand that the study was independ-
ent and PayPal had nothing to do with the
research firm’s actions, but nevertheless a
bureaucrat at the sec had to rattle his cage.

Even after the company was able to go
through with the ipo (PayPal began to trade
on nasdaq on February 15, 2002), the
parade of parasites did not stop. Next came
class-action lawsuits by lawyers who
claimed that the fraud detection mecha-
nisms used by PayPal to hamper the efforts
of the Russian mafia unduly hampered
some people who clearly were not Mafiosi.
Then there were the issues dealing with
enforcement of the Patriot Act and other
legislation passed in the wake of 9/11.

Last but not least was New York’s
Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, who was
incensed that some individuals used Pay-
Pal to pay for their online gambling activ-
ities. Even though the practice was legal
(or, at least, there was no federal law
against such commerce), Spitzer demand-
ed what was, in effect, an extortion pay-
ment in exchange for his deciding not to
litigate the company into a post-Enron
state. Understanding their unhappy posi-
tion, the executives at PayPal sent a check
to the New York AG’s office.

There clearly are financial advantages
for firms to be publicly traded, but it did
not take the PayPal brass very long to
understand that the regulatory and legal
pitfalls facing such companies were more
than they would be able to handle. Thus,
they sold the firm to eBay.

THE MORAL There are a number of les-
sons in the PayPal story. First and most
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important, entrepreneurial genius still
lives in the United States and there is no
shortfall of individuals who are eager to
create new products in the pursuit of
profit. Second, there is no deficit of prob-
lems that any new firm will face. Some of
those difficulties come with the territory,
as well should be the case. Furthermore,
there are people like Igor who look for
ways to steal the property of others, and
while one can lament such a state of the
world, the firms that survive are those
that find ways to combat the theft and
serve their customers at the same time.

But perhaps the biggest—and most
unfortunate—lesson of The PayPal Wars is
that entrepreneurship in America is
increasingly threatened by what can only
be called a class of parasites. At least one
can outwit an Igor or create a better and
more responsive product than a com-
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petitor. However, to deal with regulators,
attorneys, and other government officials
bent on legally extorting money, none of
the aforementioned skills are helpful. The
Eliot Spitzers of the world are not inter-
ested in someone building and selling a
better mousetrap; they are only interest-
ed in how they can gain control over the
mousetrap maker’s money.

One hopes that readers of The PayPal
Wars come to the conclusion that entre-
preneurial geniuses are alive and well in
this country and that we should be
encouraging them to put their many tal-
ents to work creating products for the rest
of us. Unfortunately, the present state of
U.S. law and regulation is incompatible
with such genius. It is to our own loss and
sorrow that this state of affairs continues
to dominate our lives and benefits only
the parasites among us.

for a more universal service; and, notably,
how much exclusivity to adopt. An indi-
cation of the importance of those dimen-
sions is that cards are used differently in dif-
ferent countries because of differences in
geography (distance of transactions), tech-
nology (e.g., sophistication of telecommu-
nications networks), and policy (e.g., a his-
tory of taxpayer subsidies of check-clearing
costs and continuing subsidies for creating
cash in the United States).

When it comes to policy, Evans and
Schmalensee touch on claims that cards
lead consumers to incur excessive debt, and
that merchants accept cards only to take
business from other merchants without
commensurate social gains. They convinc-
ingly refute those criticisms, as they could
be leveled against any quality improvement
that stimulates demand. They also dismiss,
albeit less satisfyingly, claims that interest
rates on credit cards do not follow changes
in underlying interest rates.

COMPETITION Befitting the authors’
expertise and experience, the central pol-
icy questions in the book involve compe-
tition among banks and among card
providers affecting the costs of transac-
tions. To assess these, consider how a typ-
ical plastic transaction works between you
and a merchant. The merchant contracts
with a bank known as an “acquirer.” The
acquirer’s primary task is to obtain per-
mission and payment from your bank,
known as the card “issuer.” The card com-
pany, e.g., Visa, mediates the communica-
tions and transfers between member
issuers and acquirers. Visa gets permission
from your issuer and charges your account.
The acquirer posts the money to the mer-
chant, less a “discount” charged by the
acquirer for its services. 

In the middle of this is the “interchange
fee,” around 1.7 percent of the cost of a

transaction, set by Visa and
paid by acquirers to issuers.
Acquirers take the inter-
change fee as given in setting
their discounts when they
compete for merchant
accounts; they typically add
on about 0.3 percent, result-
ing in discounts of about 2
percent subtracted from the
merchant’s revenues. Issuing
banks, competing for indi-
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tronically transmitted data after a “2,500
plus year reign” of physical money is the
setting for David Evans and Richard
Schmalensee’s Paying with Plastic. This
accessible and informative book is part
economic history, part business strategy,
and part competition policy, reflecting the
authors’ extensive backgrounds in indus-
trial organization and work on behalf of
Visa in antitrust proceedings.

The roles of structure and marketing are
prominent and enlightening features.
Forces driving standardization might sug-
gest that differentiation and other business
strategies would be irrelevant. The authors
counter that impression in presenting
numerous choices, including whether to
operate as a joint venture, stand-alone
issuer, or franchisor; how
much to focus on charge,
credit, signature and PIN
debit, or smart cards; how
much transaction process-
ing to outsource; choosing
between finance charges,
annual fees, transaction
charges, and “free” services
bundled with checking
accounts; whether to target
high-end customers or aim

A
sure-fire clue that a
pre-1985 movie is out of
date is not the cars, the
slang, or even the fashion
(although those bad 1970s

haircuts can be a giveaway). No, the real
giveaway is when the plot hinges on the
inability of a character to get to a pay
phone. Moviegoers not yet old enough to
drink would find it either inexplicable or
laughably ancient that the character does
not just pull out his or her cell phone.

If purchasing played as big a part in
movie plots as communicating, an increas-
ingly compelling indicator of datedness
would be writing a check or paying cash.
The revolutionary transformation of the
medium of exchange to encoded elec-
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vidual clients, take revenues from the
interchange fees as given in deciding how
much, if at all, to charge in annual or per-
transaction fees. (For integrated acquirer-
issuers, notably American Express, there
is no explicit interchange fee.) The authors
portray the interchange fee as revenue-
neutral, deciding only the extent to which
the costs of transactions fall on merchants
or buyers, with a higher fee shifting costs
to the merchants. 

Despite the potential for differentiation
through pricing and marketing, two effects
drive this sector toward monopoly. The
first is two-sided network externalities. The
demand of buyers for a particular card, and
for banks to issue that card, depends on
how many merchants accept the card.
Conversely, a merchant’s willingness to
take a card depends on how many buyers
are likely to have and use it. In this elec-
tronic era, a Visa or MasterCard decal is vir-
tually equivalent to saying “we take
money.” Successful entry is difficult, requir-
ing extensive “seeding,” i.e., giving away
large volumes of cards to build up a clien-
tele that would attract merchants (e.g., Dis-
cover cards growing out of the Sears charge
card list) and willingness to offer liability
limits on unauthorized charges.

The network externalities depend pri-
marily on the numbers of buyers and mer-
chants who take cards. At the transaction
level, a different factor drives collective
price setting. Were issuers to set inter-
change fees independently, the cost of a
card transaction would be customer spe-
cific, either requiring transaction-specific
discounts or allowing individual issuers to
set enormous interchange fees. Standard-
ized interchange fees prevent potential col-
lapse or costly transaction-specific pricing.
As the authors mention, this is not dis-
similar to the rationale for collective setting
of blanket license fees by ASCAP and BMI
for the rights to broadcast copyrighted
songs, and has suffered the same accusa-
tions of essentially being price-fixing. 

Evans and Schmalensee portray the
interchange fee as a nonprofit vehicle for
member banks to cooperate to provide this
necessary service, with the banks compet-
ing on all other dimensions. The authors
call this arrangement “co-opetitition,” pro-
viding further evidence that business
schools should be kept as far from the Eng-
lish language as possible. More substan-
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tively, a claim that a venture of profit-max-
imizing banks is “nonprofit” is inherently
no more credible than the old Fugs album
title, “It Crawled into My Hand, Honest.” 

A collectively set interchange fee may
have no adverse effects simply because
profits above the cost of providing trans-
action services would be competed away
by the acquirers and issuers. However, the
interchange market is not obviously zero-
sum. If merchants cannot differentiate
between cash and card transactions in set-
ting prices, or if issuers cannot set negative
prices for providing card service, higher
card fees will be passed on to all transac-
tions, not just those with credit. In effect,
the interchange fee could become akin to
a privately collected sales tax. On the issuer
side, to be competitively neutral, the prof-
its from interchange fees would have to be
returned to consumers in the form of
transaction-specific rebates, perhaps
explaining the growth in frequent-flyer
mile awards and, in the case of Discover,
monetary rebates. 

DUALITY U.S. courts have allowed collec-
tive interchange fee setting; in some other
countries, the interchange fee is allowed
but regulated. However, the major U.S.
antitrust action on charge cards has cen-
tered on “duality” (banks belonging to both
MasterCard and Visa) and exclusivity (rules
prohibiting Visa and MasterCard members
from issuing cards by anyone else, e.g.,
American Express). The authors report
that duality has been confusing to both
sides. Visa originally opposed it, arguing
that its member banks would be more like-
ly to promote Visa if not also issuing other
cards. But later, after Visa became the most
commonly carried card, it litigated to keep
duality. The Justice Department has vacil-
lated from doubting its competitive harm
in the 1970s to bringing an antitrust case
against it in 2001. 

On one hand, duality seems to subvert
competition between Visa and Master-
Card, particularly when constituted as
joint ventures with virtually identical sets
of members. On the other hand, duality
allows banks to compete with each other
by offering both Visa and MasterCard.
Perhaps the biggest mystery of duality, in
light of the two-sided network effects, is
why we even have both Visa and Master-
Card when virtually every merchant

accepts both. In the few instances in
which Evans and Schmalensee find com-
petition between them by differentiation
to some degree, they grant the possibili-
ty that a single collective is exploiting the
two brand names it controls.

EXCLUSIVITY The 2001 antitrust case
brought by the Justice Department also
included an objection to exclusivity. As
Evans and Schmalensee suggest, there is
something of a contradiction in finding it
anticompetitive both that banks carry Visa
and MasterCard and that they refuse to
carry others. One can reconcile the cases
by resisting the authors’ admonitions not
to analogize card operations to other
forms of organization, and to view issuers
as outlets for the distribution of cards. The
issue ought not be whether exclusivity (or
duality) is intrinsically good or bad, but
how much of the bank-level issuer market
is covered by the exclusive contracts from
any particular card. 

From that perspective, it might pro-
mote competition to restrict the share of
the issuer (bank) market covered in an
exclusive manner by any particular card.
For example, Visa and MasterCard could
be allowed to have exclusive contracts
with some subset of the issuers, but no
more so than would raise concerns were
that subset to merge its card-related oper-
ations. A first defense against a case seek-
ing a restriction of that sort would be that
the issuer market is easy to enter, i.e., that
one could operate a bank without issuing
Visa and MasterCard. If such entry is dif-
ficult, it plays into a second line of
defense—that the two-sided externalities
make Visa and MasterCard natural
monopolies. Removing exclusivity is like-
ly to be procompetitive only if other cred-
it providers can survive. This illustrates a
generic problem with monopolization
cases: exclusion is likely to be less, not
more, harmful, the stronger is the prior
monopoly of the alleged excluder.

Prior to the publication of Paying with
Plastic, the trial court ruled in favor of Visa
and MasterCard in allowing duality, but in
favor of the Justice Department in ending
exclusivity. Subsequent to publication, the
Supreme Court turned down requests for
review. Evans and Schmalensee suggest
that those legal defeats for the “co-opeti-
tives” leave Visa and MasterCard vulnera-
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ble to competition from automated teller
machine networks and other electronic
fund transfer technologies, despite also
claiming in Visa’s defense that American
Express had been able to get banks to
switch their card accounts to its brand. 

CONCLUSION Sometimes, Evans and
Schmalensee’s closeness to one side of the
case leads to giving the other side, and
sometimes their own, short shrift. For
example, they state that the court ruled for
the Justice Department on exclusivity
without explaining why it rejected Visa’s
arguments. Sometimes judges simply get
the economics wrong, but it would be use-
ful to know what, if any, aspect of Visa’s
case the trial court found wanting. The
authors also only sketch what should have
been a more detailed, ASCAP-like expla-
nation for standardized interchange fees.
Perhaps such an explanation did not fit the
two-sided network externality mold or
violated the admonition against applying
lessons from other sectors to the card busi-
ness. Evans and Schmalensee do provide a
list of sectors featuring (occasionally exag-

gerated) two-sided network externalities,
but their claims of a unique “organic nature
of the co-opetitives” sound too much like
the defensiveness shown by too many busi-
nesses in asserting that they are the excep-
tion to the antitrust rules. 

In addition, the audience for this book
is not obvious. Economists are going to
wish for more detailed models and a more
complete review of, and comparison with,
prior research. An appendix that did not
detract from the reader-friendly presen-
tation, yet established formal propositions
on the neutrality of interchange fees,
would have been useful. Antitrust lawyers
will miss detailed legal analyses of the cen-
tral cases with references and compar-
isons to related litigation on monopoliza-
tion and collectives. The general business
audience may be disappointed by the
book’s near complete lack of discussion of
security. Antitrust junkies (e.g., me) will
enjoy the authors’ stories, but for most
people these days, the leading concerns
about electronic payment (following the
recent hacking into 40 million cardhold-
er records) is “identity theft,” a term

nowhere to be found in the index. Still,
those interested in competition policy and
systems of payment will find much of
value in Paying with Plastic, and it is likely to
be widely adopted as a supplemental
course in economics and business pro-
grams on money and marketing. 

At number 42 in the American Film
Institute’s recent list of top 100 movie
quotes is “Plastics,” the one-word career
advice given to Benjamin Braddock in The
Graduate. Little did the filmmakers know
how true that advice would become in
defining how we live our commercial
lives. Paying with Plastic excels as a review
of how plastic-encoded electrons have
displaced cash and checks, description of
how the system operates physically and
institutionally, and prognosticator of
innovative challenges facing Visa and
MasterCard. That it might have provided
more detail on the economics of compe-
tition should be balanced against not just
those accomplishments but also the
enjoyment readers can find in working
through the edifying puzzles remaining
in this crucial and fascinating sector.
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